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Laser plasma is able to produce very high accelerating wakefields, enabling compact 

accelerators generating high brightness ultra-short particle beams. “Table top” lasers could 

potentially deliver relativistic electron bunches for variety of applications, including 

production of intense gamma ray bursts for high density object radiography. The main 

problem to date is to increase the electron acceleration efficiency. 

This goal can be achieved by suitably tailoring acceleration plasma structure to allow of 

guiding a high power laser pulse. Inside capillary, it is possible to create an axisymmetric 

plasma density distribution to assist guiding [1]. 

We report the results of experiments on electron acceleration from capillary targets which 

were performed on 30 TW picosecond laser facility. Accelerating plasma medium was created 

by ablating capillary inner walls with specially generated prepulse at 1.2 ns before the main 

pulse. We measured electron bunch spectra and divergence at different capillary diameters 

and prepulse energy. It was found that for every capillary diameter there exists an optimal 

prepulse when accelerated particles are observed. 

We detected relativistic electron beams of exponential spectrum with energies of up to 20 

MeV, ~50 mrad divergence angle and total charge of ~ 200 pC. Such charge is comparable to 

the highest values obtained by different researches in experiments with gas jets [2] and gas 

cells [3], and significantly exceeds ones achieved in experiments with ablative capillary 

targets previously [4]. 
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